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         Moving fFrom school to university  is like moving from one world to another world. [ You 

need connecting information here]. There are 's a major differences between school and 

university in various areas, especially when it comes to. This essay will compare between school 

and university in quizzes and some laws that is applied to students. 

 

         To start with, there are differencesThe different between quizzes taken in at  school and 

those taken at university. First of all, in at school, all you need is  

one hour or maximum two at maximum hour to study for a quiz, but in at university one course 

requires a minimum of three of studying hours in a week. However Besides, quizzes at school 

require limited information but while quizzes at university require more information because 

many university doctor instructors dependsexpect you to be aware of on all the information that 

has been covered since the  

beginning of the semester because educational courses requires it.  

 

        There is aAnother big differences between school life and university life is related to rules 

and regulations at each.. Many sStudents are can be told off or even punished  harassed 

because of their dress in at school due to violation of lawsdress code that specify the uniform 

that , because they must wear a uniform. However, but inat university, students can wear the 

dresswhat they want rather than wear a uniform. Also, the  university allows students to wear 

accessories, put makeup and they to can bring electronic devices such as mobile phones or 

laptops unlike the school that doesn’t allow itany of this. 

 

        In the end, we compared betweenalthough both school and university are institutions that 

provide education, there are obvious differences in the two systems,  and we mentioned points 

for most notably quizzes and some lawsrules and regulations. In addition we list the differences 

details the body of this essay. I think Laws should be reduced for school students and allow wear 

sample accessories. University life provides a unique experience that allows moving to 

adulthood and independence. 

 


